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*This suspenseful book is a detailed account of the rise and fall of thoroughbred racing's leading dynasty, Calumet Farm, Inc.*

*This guide shows how, in the best moral interests of the horse and rider, to handle, ride and live with the horses.*

*The Saddle Club goes to a wedding for their best friend Dorothy. They also stage a wedding between their favorite stallion and mare with costumes and friendships.*

*Dude ranching has more in store for the girls than they bargained for.*

*The Saddle Club learns about responsibility and hurt feelings when too much gossip is printed in a school newspaper.*

*Three girls, Lisa, Stevie, and Carol form the Saddle Club because they love horses, and promise to help each other out whenever they need it.*

*The Saddle Club works harder than ever to uncover a horsenapping scheme.*

*Stevie doesn't let her sprained ankle dampen her friends' fun with polocrosse on horseback.*

*By raising money during a demonstration ride, the Saddle Club helps their barn manager to keep the horses they all love.*

*The Saddle Club and their trainer Max help convince another girl that she has the confidence and skill to become a great rider when she begins to doubt herself.*
Lisa learns that the Saddle Club "just is" and that it's all right to ask her friends for help whenever she needs it.

The girls get to meet a handsome teen idol, Skye Ransom, and go to a world class horse show all in the same day.

The girls learned to place their friendships over their riding.

While painting in the barn, more paint gets on one of the horses than the barn and the Saddle Club tries to cover it up.

All of the members of the pony club, Horsewise, team up to save a horse's life.

A dangerous horseback ride threatens Carol's new relatives.

The girls go on a sleepover riding camp and have a summer adventure they'll never forget.

The Saddle Club packs up and heads west to visit a dude ranch and to be in a rodeo.

The girls are sad about being alone and separated at Christmas, but find a way to be together through the horses in the end.

On a visit to England, the girls uncover a hidden treasure and a mysterious ghost white stallion with a story of his own.

Carol's Christmas present, her very own horse, helps to comfort the loss of her mother.

The girls all work together to help Stevie finish her other jobs so they can all show the Italian Riding Team around town.

Carol is afraid her new stepmother is trying to replace her mother and she gets angry with her dad. The Saddle Club helps her to understand.
*This is one of the best books for a brief and colorful history of the horse.*

*A handy book for learning the best riding techniques. The foreword is by World Champion three day even rider and gold medalist, Bruce Davidson.*

*Tips for training and showing an English Hunter horse.*

*Included here is horse history from 20,000 B. C. to the present with the foreword by H. R. H. the Duke of Edinburgh.*

*This is the story of a shipwrecked boy, a black stallion, and the bond they form to survive on the island.*

*The stallion is poisoned and his old owners return to claim him.*

*The Black Stallion's son Satan wins the Triple Crown, but Alec is sad until the sheik leaves the Black Stallion to Alec when he dies.*

*Tips and procedures for recognizing and preventing horse health problems.*

*This book is composed of an amazing 831 illustrations from the horse's historical pictorial archive.*

*This story is about trusting people who are near to you who end up betraying you and your horses.*

*A fairly complete book for learning to ride a horse with a lot of pictures to help out along the way.*

*An incredibly helpful book for actually visualizing and identifying horse health diseases and treatments.*
*Triumphs and trials in a young horse's life. Miraculously, they both survive a terrible storm.*

*A lovely children's picture book.*

*Do-it-yourself tips and procedures for caring for a horse when a vet is not available, or not needed.*

*Meg moves away from home, to the west and wishes she could go back until she discovers a little Indian pony at an Army post.*

*A classic photo-by-photo description about how to ride a horse. This book is the most thorough because of all of its visuals.*

*This is a very handy book for finding the answer to a quick question about a horse.*

*A wild stallion fights to keep his band of wild mustangs free and safe.*

*This book provides practical techniques for shaping a young horse's behavior for a lifetime.*

*Black Beauty tells about how he comes to be put to so many different jobs.*

*The story is told from Black Beauty's point of view on how he became separated and then reunited with his beloved stable boy.*

*Black Beauty gives his account about what it is like to work for one of his masters.*

*A delightful little colt starts out living a sad life and ends up being loved by a young boy.*


Wallace, Bill. *Beauty*. New York: Pocket Books, 1988. *This is a gripping story about a boy sharing his youthful experiences and secrets with an older horse. It's just a wonderful image to have of what it feels like to grow up.*